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INTRODUCTION 
Where, ••• "differences of rank or 
office oorrelate pretty closely 
with differences of soclel standing, 
the serne or a simllqr system of 
differences 1n clothing and orna-
ment may come to distin~uish 
diffe~ent castes, cla~sp.s, or 
professions. • •• some part icular 
decorative feature of dress mAy come 
to be as~oclated with almost ~ny 
separate body of ~ndividuals bound 
to~ether by certAin common interests. 
Of lesser'81~nlflcance ••• are th~ 
pecul~ritip.B of d~ess thAt becom~ 
associated withpolitic8l part1es 
or tendencl~s (e.g. the association 
of red with revolution and of white 
with reactton). (Flu~el, 1969, pp. 31-32) 
During the 1960's, All across the United States, 
Afro-Americans began to assert, anew, their ri~ht to be 
treated as full citizens of this country by rioting and 
forming black nationalist organizations. Most research 
sought to find reasons for the immense dissatisfaction 
am9ng Afro-Amerlc8ns; hence, the emphasis of most stUdies 
durin~ this time per10d WRS on the violent, political, 
and socio-political aspects of the movements. Out of 
these occurrences, two costumes e'volve'd, the t1A~hl~i And 
the BlAck Panther Party outfIt, to have the uniqueness 
of being symbols of the incentives for black prIde 
among Afro-Americans. 
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Because access to ectu81 members WRS not possible 
at the t1me the study W8S made, individuals not directly 
involved in the mov~ments or organizations were used 
as subjects instead. The purpose of this research wes 
to determine through comparison the aW8reness, gained 
through the mass media end parRont'll experiences, of the 
costumes by two racially d1fferent groups et Iowa Stete 
Univers1ty. The two groups used in the study were 
white-American And Afro-AmericAn stUdents. 
Comparisons were made between two ~roups, whlte-
American and Afro-AmericAn students, on their flr~t 
impressions in viewing the drewings, whether they hed 
seen anyone wearing the outfits, the meaning to the 
individual, feelings of ease in wearing the outfits, 
whether the outfits afford social status in Ames, the 
familiarity w1th costume names, the purpose end people 
the outf1ts serve, and the feeling evoked if the 
subject answering the questionnaire were Approached 
by an individual wearing anyone of the outfits. 
The objectives of the study were to determine 
whether or not it would be supported that: 
1. Afro-American stUdents will be more fAmiliAr with 
the costumes than white-American stUdents. 
2. Afro-Amer1can studf!'nts from large towns will 
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be more familiar with the costumes than Afro-American 
students from small towns. 
3. white-American students from large towns will 
be more familiar with the costumes than white-American 
students from small towns. 
4. age grouping will not be related to fami11ar1ty 
with the costumes. 
5. the lower social class will be more fam1liar with 
the costumes than the middle soclel cl~ss. 
Definition of Terms 
A description of terms used in the study, 
Dashiki: a loose fitting kimono-like shirt made of 
cotton fabric printed with·contemporary African desl~ns. 
This garment 1s illustrated as draw1ng A. 
Black Panther Party outfit: a costume worn mostly 
by male members of the organizat10n composed of blac~ 
trousers, black leather jac~et, black beret, black 
shoes, and a li~ht blue t.urtle-np.ck sweater. Draw1n~ C 
illustrates this outfit. 
Outfit B: a bloused shirt with full short sleeves. 
Outfit D: a western-style jac~et and turtle-neck 
. sweater; it is worn by the Black Panthers in some geo-
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p:raphicRl looRtions. All dra'tflnp:s ~re ll1u~tr8tE'd on 
the seoond sheet ot the complete qU~RtlonnAlrE' in 
Appendix A. 
Assumption 
The assumption in the study was: Individuals tested 
will have en awareness obtainead through the mass med1a of 
the movements involved in this study. The f8ctions are 
Pan-Africanism and the Black Panther Party. 
Limitations 
The lim1tations in the study werel 
1. The ~'study was general1zed only to thE' Iowa 
State University students and commun1ty. 
2. The sample size wes limited to the number of 
Afro-American students- enrolled at Iowa State University 
and the oorresponding number of wh1te-American students. 
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THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The review of literature is concerned with person 
perception and the communicative aspects of clothing. In 
reviewing a number of theses and articles for methods 
and content relative to this study, it was found that 
more research had been done on the perceptive than on 
the communicative aspects of clothing. Also, no research 
was found that related to the political communicativeness 
of clothing, in respect to the dress of Afro-Americans. 
One source, a study by Jones (1968). has covered the 
subjects extensively in the review of literature. A 
summarization of this course, along with other relevant 
sources not covered by the study, will be the essence 
of this review of literature. In add1tion, the review 
of literature will cover the selection and derivation 
of the cloth1ngused in the study. 
Theories and Studies 
The study 'by Jones (1968) was deSigned to investi-
gate: "(1) If cloth1ng varies in 1ts communicativeness 
in fashion when it is used as a [SicJ media for aeeord1ng 
esteem to others. (2) If viewers who differ in their 
perception of clothing as a[Slc] media for accordance of 
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esteem when fash10n 1s the clothing variable: (9) 
basic values or dominant interests; (b) level of 
security-inseourity; (0) level of interest in 
fashion."(Jones;·.1968. p. 3Z) .·,Two-hundred and 
twenty-seven women respondents used a rating scale to 
appraise the persona11ty of drawings of faceless 
clothed figures, deplcted in social situat10ns 
appropr1ate for the clothing. Jones' findings indi-
oated that oloth1ng, when used as media for according 
esteem to othars, 'Varies 1n its 'coTTlmunicstlveness wfth 
variance 1n fashionableness. 
Jones (1968), in her review of literature, 
adequately covered the two topicS to provide 8. good. 
ins1ght into background information necessary for this 
study. Perception, in general, was defined as the 
process of torming impressions, the "s1zing up" of an 
object. Person perceptlon, then was "the prooess of 
forming impressions of persona11ties. Observations 
made about the intentions, 8ttitudes, emotions, ideas, 
abilit1es, purposes, and traits of another person are 
a part of the person perception prooess." (Jones, 1968, 
p. 11) These observations, though 1ntanQ;1ble, are trAns-
lated 1nto meaningful words by the perceiver according 
to the behavioral manner1sms or aotions of the perceived. 
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Perception theorists ~xtend the point of view that 
one p~rcelves a personality at first 
contact not by frF.!.~mt'!nts pip.cetd to-
gether, but as a unitary perception 
or an orgAniz~d entity, result1ng 
from e compl~x pattern of inter-
relating cues. 'The perceiver first 
observes an object identifiable as 
a person to whom certain propert1es 
are inferred from the cues presented 
by the object person which the per-
ceiver notices. Overallattltudes 
toward a person are then based on 
an evaluation of the properties 
attributed to him. (Jones, 1968, p. 12) 
Evaluations of personality attributes and adjustments 
to the formed judgmen~s are necessary for successful 
interaction between the perceiver and the perceived. 
Jones (1968) cited several factors that affect the 
interpretation of the perceiver's percept10n of a person. 
A synopsis of them is: (1) the situational or environ-
mental field in which the perc~lver and the perceived 
are a part; (2) the formulation of an organized entity 
through the narrowing or limiting of the field of vision 
by omitting, adding or supplementing, and arranging 
details within the field of vision; (3) the influence 
of cultural, personal, and socl~l factors on what is 
precelved; and (4) the interplay of the b~s1c and tem-
porary values, needs, and particular interests of the 
perceiver. (Jones, 1968, pp. 13-16) 
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It has been pOinted out that perceiver evaluPEltlons 
or judgments are made aooording to the behavior of the 
perceived 1n relation to his environmental situation. 
"The dress ot an individual 1s considered a part of 
the environmental field whioh, in add1tion to the 
person, provides sensory data for the peroept1on." 
(Jones, 1968, p. 17) F1ndlngs showed that dress, 8 
form of expresslve behavior, has conslderable influ-
enoe on the impressions conceived of snother,when 
there 1s insufficient information about the person •. 
·Clothing is one of the primary things the perceiver 
notices, either consc1ously or unconsciously, when 
viewing another person for the first time. There- ~ 
fore, it is likely to serve as a besis for attributing 
properties to the person who presents the cues." 
(Jones, 1968, p. 17) 
Jones (1968) further examined tne liter~ture 
related to clothing as fer as communicAtion WI3S con-
cerned. She found that both theoretical writings and 
empirical studies have definitely shown that "clothing 
1s used as a' (a1cJmed1a l.tlintei-pret1ag th-estat" and 
behavior of unknown' persons." (Jont?'s, 1968, p. 29) 
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Severpl \,lri ters have contri buted to t.he communi-
cative aspects of clothin~. One theoretical writer, 
Erving Goffman (1951), wrote that status symbols Bre 
vehicles that "provide the cue that is used in order 
to discover the status of others ann, from this, the 
way in which others are to be treated." (Goffman, 
1951, p. 304) Dress is vspd as an identifyin~ 
"symbol of membership" to in~jvtdual of particular 
social r:roups, according to Goffman. 
Jack Schwartz (1963), in his nrt'~].e concern\n~ 
Afro-American mpn who used clothing DS compensatory 
status symbols, presented the point of view that 
clothing is a medium for communication for different 
p:roups and individuals. (Schwnrtz, 1963, p. 224) 
Denton (1970) reflecten: 
By studying the dres~ of a group of 
people one can gain Know]edge of 
their culture • •• Clothes reflect 
the values and customs of (l p:roup of 
people. One can often tell why peo-
pIe act as they do hy stllnyinp; their 
clothin~ habits. (Denton, 1970, p. 15) 
Empirical 8tudies by Douty (1962) ann Rosencranz 
(1960), in addition to the one by Jones (1968), serve 
to illustrate the importance of clothing as a medium in 
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perceiving and communicatinr. with a person. Rosencranz's 
study on clothing symbolism used a modification of the 
Thematic Apperception Test, bas00 on the premise that 
an individunl interpreting an ambiguous social situation 
is more apt to reveal his own personality in the process. 
The projective technique sou~ht to discover: "(1) The 
oe~ree to which clothiny i8 used as a guide in ldenti-
fying the role and status of unknown persons~ (2) The 
various shades of meaning attached to clothing in 
particular social situations." (Rosencranz, 1962, p. 18) 
The test consisted of seven drawings depictinp; incon-
p;ruities between clothing And the physics] attributes 
of the characters, the clothin~ of the chnracters, and 
clothing and the backgrounn in the drawin~. Clothinv, 
details in .the pictures were drawn so that they djd 
not emphasize current fashion. The Clot.hing TAT was 
admi ni stered. to 82"marrled women who oonsti-
tuted a stratified random sample, based on the husband's 
occupation. Si~nificant findings of the study con-
cluded that "women with high awareness scores were of 
the upper social class, belonged to a greater number 
of (lrp:AYlizations, had hir;her verhal jntelli~enc~, and 
had husbanns in the white-colJnr occupatioT! group. 
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• • • Social class and all of its related indices 
were found to have significant relRtionships to 
clothing awareness." (Rosencranz, 1962, p. 22) She 
concluded that clothing is important in determining 
the role and status of unknown persons. 
A study designed by Douty (t 962) sowr,ht to 
dp-termine the part clothin,CT plays in structurinp; thp-
pp-rception of persons. Tn thjs study, clothinr; was 
viewed RS an integral part of n person's perceptual 
field with a potential for Afff'cting impression~ of 
the person. Projected color~d photographs of stimuli-
persons were jud~ed by women usin~ a Personal Assess-
ment Form, which rated personal traits and socio-
economic status. Each of the stimuli-persons w~s 
rated in four different costumes selecter. from their 
wardrobes, in addition to a control costume. A dis-
tinct difference in the affective tone hetween the 
costumes was achieved 'by varyin~ the color, the fabric, 
the styling, or the accessori es t'lorn wi th the costumes. 
Significs,nt findings by Douty showed that definite 
differences in ratings of social status and personal 
traits could be associated with changes in clothing, 
and that, generally, clothing did have an influence 
on the judges' impressions of the stimuli-persons. 
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(Douty; 196), p. 198, pp. 201-202) 
The wr1tings and studies presented have shown that 
olothing is a communication medium that is affeoted by 
percept10n and other factors. The opinions and reac-
tions of the respondents in this study will beadd1t1onal. 
support to previous studies. 
Selection of the Clothing Used 
The costumes used 1nthe study 'were derived from 
the researcher's 1maginings and current fashion trends 
or were seleoted because they were seen most prevalent 
among Afro-Amerioans. The rev1ew of l1terature for the 
oostumes will conoentrate mostly on outf1ts A .nd C, the 
test oostumes. Although no substantial ev1dence has 
been found, a hypothet1cal connection between the test 
costumes and the po11t1cal fact10ns assoc1ated w1th the 
costumes will be d1scussed. Der1vat1ons of the control 
costumes, outfits Band D, will also be discussed. 
Outf1t A, the dashiki, is be11eved to be a western-
ized vers10n of the nat10nal costume of Nigeria, the 
dansiki. The Nigerian costume was popularized by poli-
t1c1ans before and after that nation's independ~nce. 
Once a small tun1c of hand-woven cloth, 
1t has now been much enlarged in length 
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and breath. (sic1 Made from any kind of 
cloth, even tTansparent nylon, it is 
sometimes used in the villages as outer-
wear with loose matching trousers •. It 
has four small ?leats and very deep arm-
holes w1th a pocket below each. A shorter 
version 1s also worn by farm workers 
over European shorts. (de Ne~r1, 1962, p. 11) 
With the independence of more African countries 
and the feeling of freedom among Afro-Americans, the 
concept of Pan-Africanism came to the forefront. Pan-
African1sm is a movement of ideas and emotions that hes 
the intention of uniting all peoples of Africa and of 
African descent. Because of this association of ideas 
and emotions, the researcher surmised that clothing 
worn by the Africans was soon assimilated by Afro-
Americans. 
Most of the sources relating to the Black Panther 
Party centered on the formation of the party and the 
systematic harassment and persecution of 1ts members. 
The Black Panther Party 1s an organ1zation "fundamentally 
interested 1n ••• freein~ all people from all forms of 
slavery in order that every man w11l be his own master." 
(Newton, 1969, p. 107) However, a few d1d mention the 
uniform in passing. One source commented: "Black 
berets are trademarks of Black Panther Party member-
ship ••• " (Newton, 1969, p. 111) Marine, in his book 
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on the Panthers, described the outfit: 
You have seen them, at least on 
television or in newspaper pictures: 
black berets, powder-blue turtlenecKs, 
black leather jac~ets, black pants 
and shoes (in Los Angeles, white T-
shirts bearing the legend 'Black 
Panther Party') ••• (Marine, 1969, p. 9) 
Many times individue.ls wearin~ the outfit used ~uns 
R s accompaniments. The Blacl< Panther Party costume is 
represented in the study by outfit C. 
Outfit B, described as 8 bloused shirt with full 
short sleeves, was developed to be an intermediary 
costume between outfitF; A and C. An enlar~ed conven-
tional shirt was conceived to show some of the fullness 
displayed in outfit A and to show some of the classical 
lines seen in outfit c. 
Outfit D is described as a western-style jacket. 
The outfit is worn by the Black Panthers in some geo-
~raphical loc8tlons. This stRtement w~s ascertained by 
conversations with students from large cities. The 
costume was included to determine which costume (outfit 
C or outfit D) was most associated with the Black Pan-
ther Party. This outfit is often associated with the 
denim jacket known by the brandname Wran~ler. 
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PROCEDURF 
This study was designed to ~ather information from 
selected university students concerning their familiar-
ity with two costumes, the dashiki and the Black Pan-
ther Party uniform. The development of the instrument, 
rmmplc s~l~ction, and the mp.thons llsed in collecting 
nnd analyzinr: the dnta will he discussecl in this chFlpter. 
The Tnst-rument 
'Phe instrument usen was fl pi.ctorial qnestionnaire 
composed of two parts: (1.) nrnwinr;-s C'lnn questimlS 
related to the nrawtngs and (2) background informa.tion 
about the respondents. 
Drawings and Qyestion§ 
Because the questionnaire w~s to be sent to two 
racially different groups, the researcher decided upon 
A pictorial questionna.ire which would probably achieve 
maximum ob.1ecti vi ty from the respondents and avoid the 
possible effect or influence of an interviewer upon 
their answers. It was rea.soned that people mQ.y respond 
more readily if they think they are operating in private. 
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The questionnaires were unsir;ned and were identified 
only as helonging to one of the two student groups. 
Four faceless figures, line drawin~s in a uniform 
pose, were ~nrmeTlte~ to depi~t t~p them~ of the 
nuer:tinTlnFdre. Goinr:s (1071), in her r:tudy, used full-
fi~llred 1i11e drnwillgs to represent varj ous ski rt Jenr:ths 
Alld silhouettes to measure fashion change over a period 
of 1'011.1" months. The researnher assumed that t'bis 
technique would be suitable for the purpose of her study. 
Line drtlwinf,'s of male figtlres wert:' used to portray four 
nutfits: n dashiki, the Plack Panther Party uniform, 
A. western-sty] p jAcket, and [t hl0l1sed shi rt wi th flllJ 
r.hol"'t sleeves. fI pose for thp drll.wings was selentnc1 
nTH') renoered in pencil by a fnshion il]ustrFtt;on 
stud ent on R-r:- by 11 inch whi. te paper. 'T'hp pose W8!' 
.nhosen to minimize conflictinf,' factors such as: ha.ir 
style; faCial expression; any svrr:estion, other than 
clothing, of B. particular person; and to emphasize the 
~ifferences in the upper garments of the figures. The 
c1rawin.r;s were identified by the letters A through D. 
Questions relative to the drawings constituted 
the rpst of p7=lrt one of the ql1estionnaire. They were 
develnped to obtaill nn ideR of the students· actual 
rpco~nition or awareness of the association of the 
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outfits gained through the mass media and personal 
knowledge. Items included: statements concerned with 
the reco~nition of the outfits used in political 
movements; questions about garments used by specific 
jndividuals; clues to famiJinrity of the students with 
the outfits; and the respondents' opinions as to whether 
the outfits were fads or were used to increase feelings 
of nationalism. 
BackgrQund questions 
Part two of the questjonnaire was included to 
obtain an indication of the stUdents' social backgrounds. 
Inquiry was made as to where they lived most of their 
Jives, their parents' occupntions and educational 
statuses. The students were asked to check their 
classification, sex, ethnic group, and to state the 
plans they expected to follow after graduation. 
The drawings and questions were multicop~ed in 
sufficient quantities to allow each respondent to have 
a complete questi onnaire. They were arranp~ed in the 
form of a booklet for the convenjence of the respondents. 
The drawin~s wp.re arranged to face the questions so 
thnt the respondents could eanjly refer back to them 
when answer1nr.: the questiC"Yns. A letter wi th ins truc-
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tions was written for the front cover. Mailing in-
structions were given on the last sheet of the ques-
tionnaire. 'A complete questionnaire is included in 
Append.lx· A • 
. The questionnajre was pretested to determine how 
functional it was in procuring the information SOllght. 
Inoividuals similar to prospective respcndents, members 
of the researoher's advisory committee, and a statis-
tician were asked to answer or review the questions 
for corrections, de.1etions, addit1on~,· or further 
clarifioation of the questions. 
SelAction of Respondents and Data Collection 
Directories oompiled by university officials were 
the souroe used ,.n sel~ctjng the initial sample grouping. 
The sample was composed of two ethnic groups, Afro-
American and white-American stUdents. One directory 
used was a compilation of the American bla.cks enrolled 
at the university. The other directory was an alpha-
betized listing of all stud.ents enrolled at Iowa state 
TTniversity following fall registration. 
The samples of both ~roups were selected systematic-
ally after a"random sta.rt ~ The first· person on each list 
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WBS determined by selectln~ numbers arbttrarily from 8 
table of rt':lndom numbers. In ord er to .o:et a broader 
representation, nemes were selected alphabetically at 
intervals until the desired number was attained. The 
researcher watched home addresses as names' were selected 
to eliminate those students who were from a foreign 
country or who commuted to the university from outside 
Ames. The name below the eliminated student ~ps 
selected instead. 
For the Afro-American list, beginning from the 
nclectnd ranrlom number, every other namp was selecterl 
from tho directory unti 1 79 nnmes were obtaj necl. The 
reprnsentation for the white-American list was de-
termined hy selecting every 18Jrd student, beginning 
from the selected random number, until 100 names 
were compiled. Both lists were checked and comparerl 
to be sure there were no rlupJicatjons and that all 
prospective participants were enrolled during the 1972 
spring quarter. It was·founn th::lt of the white-Amerj-
can r:roup, 17 wore not matrtcul::ltf'c1, thereby r(>(1110i Ylf': 
the totnl Ji~t of prospectivp r(>spondent~ to AJ. Six 
Afro-Americanr: were deleteri b(,(!::lltse of non-enrollment 
nnd the elimination of the resenrcher's name. This 
decreased the list to 73. 
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The source of data for the study consisted of 
replies from questionnaires returned by students en-
rolled at Iowa state, University during spring quarter, 
1972. Each student included in the populntion was 
et theY"' Afro-Amerioan or whi te-Ameri can. Thcise students 
excluded werer~ f6r.e1grr' student:sorcommut'ers from 
outside Ames. 
Specifically, the populRtion was composed of 
1.56 111nividuals. Because a mniJed que~t.1nnnaire was 
to he the main instrument of nnta collection, the 
r;ample of Btudents in the study consisten. of those 
persons who responded to the mailing request--J4 
black Americans and 40 white-Americans. 
The process of data collection was instrumental 
in determining the method of selecting the sample 
for this study. The first step was to mail the ques-
tionnaire to each of the fir::::t 60 individuals on 
hoth lists which compose the population of the ::::tudy. 
The mailin~ of the first set of questionnaires was timed 
so that each of the 120 persons would receive the 
instrument prior to the Easter vacation. It waR 
A::::stlmed that the students woul" have tim~ to respond 
more read.ily to the questionnaire before rather than 
after the vacation period. The questionnaires were 
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mRilp~ on a weekend in or~er that they might be 
dplivered to the potentia] respondents well toward 
the beginn:1.ng of the week 80 that the responop.nts 
coulCl answer the qu~stionn[tires before thA vRcation 
period began on Thursday, April f.., 1972. The docu-
ments were mailed as first-class matter, includinG 
materials containin~ instructions, letters of 
request, and stamped self-addressed envelopes. 
The mailing of the second set of questionnaires 
occurred two weeks later and wa~ sent to all those 
whose names remained on the lists. Respondents 
were given one week to reply, afterwhich the data 
collection was closed. 
The return of the que8tionnaires was provided 
for through first-class mail. Envelopes that were 
stamped and addressed to the researcher were used for 
the return of the questionnaires. This procedure 
was used to encourage the potential respondent to 
cooperate. 
Follow-up letters were sent to the first set of 
120 potential respondents. Effort was exerted to get 
all of the first set of questjonnaires returned, but 
the follow-up letters were not successful in getting 
many nep;ligent respondents to return the questionnaires. 
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Approximately 74 questionnRires composed the total 
sample of the study, most of which were returned 
from the first set of mailings. 
Of the 156 questionnaires sent out, 82 were not 
returned. It is surmised that the non-returns were 
due to negligence, lack of interest on th~ part of 
the questionnee, and lack of knowledge and co~tact 
with the subject of the thesis. Perhaps, with 
today's political herassment of such organi~ations as 
the PBnthers, some of the responnents mAy not hqve 
wanted to become involved for feAr of their attachment 
to the study which could nrove harmful to them at some 
future date. 
The researcher coded the replies 9nd recorded 
them on IBM sheets to org9ni~e them into some compre-
hensive form for analysis. The closed questions were 
put into a tabular format. Answers to the open-ended 
questions were considered separately for each illus-
tration of the outfits, A, B, C, and D. Responses to 
particnlar outfits were then cAte~orlzed according to 
similarities and differences of opinions of the two 
groups of stlldents. Findin~R from the open-ended 
questions were described in paragraph form and are 
presented in the following chapter. 
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. FINDINGS 
A presentation of the resoonses, obtained from 
74 students, will be the focus of this chapter. The 
data collected will be discussed in terms of the 
description of the sample and the findings relqtive 
to the objectives of the study. 
Two ethnic groups, ,...-hi te-American and Afro-American 
students, constituted the sRmnle of 74 resDondents. 
There were 46 male respondents, 27 whites Rnd 19 blAcks, 
and 28 female respondents, 1, whites and :1.5 blecks. 
Ap;e ranges for the two groups ran from 18 to 39 
ye8rs old for the white-Americons ~nd from 18 to 44 
for the Afro-Americans. There was representation 
from the five standard student classifications, plus 
one "other" for the Afro-American group; 29 of the 
whi te-/l,mericans were classified a s freshmen, juniors, 
and seniors, while 23 Afro-Ampricans were classified 
as freshmen and graduate students. Most of the white-
Americans were from mid-western stateR, specificAlly 
Iowa, and from small to't'-rns WhORE" populations were under 
10, 000. The majority of the Afro-American respondents· 
were from the north- and south-eRstern strtes, such as 
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New York Emd South Caroline, And were from lar~e tovms 
whose populations were over lno, 000. Most of the 
respondents came from midnle class back~rounds, accord-
ing to their parents' occupa.tions. Future expectations 
pfter graduation of the respondentR rRn~ed from pure 
speculation to specific vocatlonR; most of them pre-
ferred to work in a commercial or industrial enterprise, 
teach, attend la.w, medics.l, or grRdua te school, or to 
become involved in specific jobs such as funeral 
director, veterinarian, rese8rch dietitian, and speech 
pathologist. 
Familiarity Through 
All the queRtions were used to find sunport for 
the premise that Afro-Americ8n students were ~ore 
familiar with the costumes than white-AmericAn stUdents. 
Responses from the open-ended questions will be pre-
sented as nearly as possible to the respondents' own 
words. Closed quest~ons will be presented in tables 
along with explanations. 
First impressions 
Responses to the question on first impressions 
were cRtegor1z~d by her. major professor and the 
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researcher into ten themes which were: (i)'obvious 
recogn1tion of costume (def1n1te recogn1tion of the 
outfit or group member), (2) partial recogni.tion of 
the costume (general recognition of group member), 
(3) limited to the description of person and clothes 
(positive reaction to costume but does not recognize 
the particular outfit or group member), (4) limited 
to the description of clothes only, (5) limited to 
the description of person only, (6) favorable, posit1ve, 
or complimentary responses (general descriptions), 
(7) unfavorable, negative, or uncomp11mentary responses 
(general descriptions), (8) styles associated with 
geographical areas, (9) ind1fferenoe and moderation, 
and (10) no response and no real first impressions. 
A summary of the responses used was presented to help 
clarigy the presentation of the findings in regard to 
first impressions. (See p. 23b.) 
Outfit C 
Responses of first impressions for outfit C were 
varied among the white-American group_ Only one re-
spondent definitely recognized the outfit as being 
indioative of the Black Panther Party costume. Four 
respondents recognized the figure as be1ng indicative of 
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'lable 1. Summary of the responses used in the 
discussion of first imEresslons. 
Categories Outfit C Outfit B Outfit A Outfit D 
WA AA WA AA WA AA WA AA 
1. Obvious re-
cognition 
of costume 1 4 0 o . 1 7 0 0 
2. Partial 
recognition 
of costume 4 4 0 0 2 6 0 1 
3. Limited to 
the descrip-
tion of per-
son and 
clothes 3 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 
4. Limited to 
the descrip-
tion of 
clothes only 3 1 15 11 2 5 7 9 
5. Limited to 
the descrip-
tion of per-
son only 3 5 9 5 14 4 11 7 
6. Favorable, 
pos1tive, or 
compliments.ry 
responses 9 2 0 0 4 4 4 0 
7. Unfavorable, 
negative, or 
uncomplimen-
tary responses 5 1 0 0 4 0 4 0 
8. Styles 
associated 
with geo~ 
graphical 
areas 4 4 0 0 5 2 0 0 
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Table 1. continued. 
9. Indifference 
or moderation 2 
10. No response 
and no rea.l 
first impres-
sions 6 
o 
9 
Codel WA = White-American 
AA = Afro-American 
..... -.# ..... ,'._ ••• ••• .:....-,J... . •. __ 
o 
8 
o 2 o 
11 5 7 
, 
someone the.t is Black or Negro. Three respondents, 
under the category person end clothes, used the 
following repliesl "Liberal spender with no cares," 
o 
8 
"rougher, not necessary violent person," 9nd "p~eudo­
artist (thinks he's cultured)." In the description' 
of clothes only c~tegory, three responnents described 
the outfit as being "warm," "?;roovy," "casual or 
informal." The same number described the figure a.s 
a "cBsual, cool dude with r8dical intentions." Under 
the cetegory of favorable responses, nine respondents 
used such terms as "dressy," "sharp," "neat," "stylish," 
"wealthy," end "really like it" to ~ive their impres-
sions of outfit C. In the unfavorable c~tegory, five 
respondents used the term-"queer" end the phra~es-
"much too suave with a turned up nose," "don't lil{e 
o 
i) 
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it (concerned the outfit or particular garments)," 
and "ex~ensive type 'stud' outfit for semi-dress un." 
Four respondents' descriptions, such as "East coast 
(or France) -Ivy League,tt "mod-more CBlifornla," and 
"hat looKs French or Italian," were categorized as 
styles associated with geographical areas. Two re-
spondents were indifferent to the figure or felt tha.t 
it was moderate. There were two "no respnnses" Rnd 
four IIno real first impressioYJ" Fln~we:rs. 
First i.mpressions HntOllg I hf' flfro-American ~rollp 
w~re just a~ varied as thoRe nm0n~ the whttp-American 
~roup, but the outfit was definitely reco~nized by four 
respo:ndents as being representat.i ve of the Black Panther 
Party costume. Furthermor,e, 'four roespondents recop;nized 
the figure as being indicative of someone th8t is Elack 
0r Afro-American. Four respondents descrihed the figure 
jn re~ard to pprson and clothps af: "conl." "r:uper-cool, " 
"trying to be cool" and as hnvi.nr- "the effect nf (l 
Apnrtrman. " , Tn ltmit1n~ the des~riptjnn to the ~(lrments 
(mJy, nne respondent was impressed by the jacket ann 
sweater. Fjve respondents r-nve thes~ type~ nf renctlons 
to the d ascription of person only: " , .iet-set' atti tude, " 
"jazzing, partyinp:, cool type of fella," "art student," 
"well-dressed dude," and "a brother (Afro-Amertcan) who 
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digs leather coats a.nd apple hats." Two favorable 
responses were "very nice-distinctive" and "I like it." 
One unfavorable or uncomplimentary response, ttl don't 
like it," was g1ven. The four responses in which 
styles were associated with geographical areas were 
"EngI1sh, connected witl1 merchant marine," "mod-more 
California," and "a member of the French underground." 
No responses fell under category 9, which was indif-
ference and moderation. There were two "no response" 
answers and seven "no real first impression" answers. 
Comparison of the two sample groups' responses 
revealed some simlliarities end differences in their 
reactions. More Afro-Amer1cans definitely recognized 
the outfit as being representative of the Black Panther 
Party costume or recognized the figure as being 
representative of a member of the Afro-Amer1can ethnic 
group. More white-Amer1cans {9 to 2} responded with 
favorable answers; the Afro-Americans gave general 
answers, such as "very nice-distinctive" and "I like it," 
while the wh1te-Americans' answers were more concrete, 
such as "dressy, sharp," and "really like it." Five 
white respondents, as opposed to one Afro-American, 
replied unfavorably to the outfit; they descr1bed 1t as 
being "queer" and "much too suave with a turned up nose." 
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Nine Afro-Americans, as compared to six white-Americans, 
did not respond to the question or had no real first 
1mpress1ons. The number of negative responses was 
attributed to the ordinariness of the outfit to most 
Afro-Amer1cans. 
Outfit A 
For outf1t At the responses of the white-Amerioan 
group were placed under all ten categories; the Afro-
American responses were placed under seven of the 
categories. Seven Afro-Amer1can respondents and 
one white-American respondent described the figure A 
as a ".Black wearing a dashiki" or "Afro-Amer1can 
dashiki." Under oategory 2, two white-Americans 
reoogn1zed the figure as being someone who 1s Black 
and a student; six Afro-Americans recogn1zed the 
f1gure as being someone who is Black and a student, 
an "Afro-Amer1oan," and a "Black brother with cultural 
awareness." One white-American respondent used 
the term "super-cool" in describing the figure 
in respect to the person and clothes 
category. Under the category limited to clothing 
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description, two white-Americans responded with 
"scratchy top" and "unkempt; sloppy but comfortable; II 
five Afro-Americans responded with "comfortable, 
leisure and comfort," "shirt and bells," "natural 
dress for Rlack who is black-minded," and "dashiki 
stands out-makes outfit more interesting." Under the 
category limited to person description, six white-
Americans recognized the figure as a "freak; hippie 
Ret;" one respondent replied with "non-comfnrmjs~;" 
another rf'sponded with "c01nrful. person; African 
descent nnd design;" one other dpscribed the fi~ure n8 
a "liberal person;" two more used the phrases-lla foreign 
student" and "foreign origin person; II one respondent 
answered with "youth oulture member;" and, finally, 
two respondents used the phrase-"really for far-out 
indivjdual." Under this same category, four Afro-
Americans responded with "well-dressed dude," "believer 
in cultural nationalism," "colorf"l person; African 
descent and design," and "an awareness that the person 
"\ s a part of a group seekinr; lIni ty and recogni tion. " 
FOllr \'.rhi te resp andents and four bJ.ack respond ents p;Ave 
fnvorable, positive, or compljrnentary responses. The 
same number of white-Americans responded.unfavorably, 
negatively, or uncomplimentary to the question. Such 
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n. tE'rm AS "O,r11"ntal" And phrnr'('f; 11$ "m(")n-m(")r~ CnJif(")rnln," 
"J\fricnn r~v:l.va] or heritnp;c," onC! "w(")rn by foreir:n 
student from Africn or by p,lack American wearing a shirt 
imported from Africa," were responses C'f five whi te-
Americans; while two Afro-Amerjeans used "African revival 
or heritage" and "of African deflcent." Zero Afro-
American respondents and two whi te-Ameri cr:m respondents 
replied innifferently. Five nlack Ameriean~ ann three 
white-Americans responded with "no real first impressions." 
lm equal nllmber (2) of both r::roups dln not respond. 
Outf1t B 
Most of the responses for outfit B fell under two 
cRte~ories: (1) limited to the description of clothes 
only and (2) limited to the description of person only. 
Of the 15 whi te resp~:mdents, seven descri bed the clothes 
I3S "plain ot> average," two described them ns "unkempt; 
sloppy but comfortable," two more described the outfit 
as "comfortable or goof-off wenr," one replicd "shirt 
tlno bells," anothernsed "work ~lothes" to 'lnswer, one 
other respnnden with "gruhbiec or ca~ual wear," nno, 
finally, one person answeren "afraid to buy a new shirt; 
like the one he wore in high Rchool." Eleven Afro-
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Americans responded in these ways: "comfortable or 
goof-off wear .... "unkempt; sloppy but comfortable," 
"shirt is too big (unable to afford a variety of clothes)," 
"nothing better to wear," "unique outfit," and "plain 
or average clothes." For the descrip.tion of the person 
only, nine white respondents regarded the figure as 
being a typical student outfit, a "stock boy," "worn 
by foreign students with belled or straight pants," and 
a "fair or very conservative person." Five Afro-
Americans regarded the figure as an "average person," 
as being representative of the Neighborhood youth Corp, as 
a "very conservative person," and as a "white boy." 
Eight white-Americans and eleven Afro-Amerioans gave 
"no real first impression" responses. 
Outfit D 
On the whole, there were more different white-
American responses for outfit D according to the 
categories than there were Afro-American responses. 
Categories 3 through 10 covered the white-American 
responses, with the most answers being in category 5. 
Seven white-American responses concerning the descrip-
tion of clothes were: "cowboy outfit," "plain or average 
clothes," "casual but good-looking," "comfortable or 
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roof-off wear," ~nd "rath~r smart if not fa~ed or worn 
out ~no patohco." Eleven rnspona~rl with th~ a~swer8, 
"rou~her, not necessary violent nerson," limy fonrteen-
year-old sn11," II fnshion C01'1scj OUS persor, II "youth 
culture ~ember," "typical student," "a c~assy university 
student," "typical of many farm-raised people in Jowa," 
nnd "avera~e person," to the question concernine the on-
scri pti()Y] of pc,rson only. Fonr favor-A hl e, posi ti VA, or 
complimentnry responses wer~: "really like it," "clnssy; 
Rharp; neat.; sty} i sh," ann "T ] nH~ it." FOllr mnrf') 
re~ronderl llnfRvornhly, n~~ntively, or uncompJimnntary, 
\lsj~ fluch a t~rm as "Cl',H~f>r" nnd n phra:8 rw "rani cn} , 
very olltspnken or unusunl." Seven innivj~unls resf'onrlerl 
wjth uno reDl first impression;1I one ~id not answer at a]l. 
Cater;ories 2 through 6, 9, ann 10 coverro the Afro-
'American responses with most Answers being in cRt~rories 
hand 5. Only one respondent recognized the fie;ure as 
"Afro-American." In limiting the descri~tion to c 10thinr 
only, nine 1"ecpondents descrihed the outfit as "all 
figures have black bell bottoms," a "preVAlent contem-
porn1"Y dress," having "nothin~ hf>tter to wear," "n 
romfortnble'sporty outfit is thr tr~nd now 0r Wran~lrr 
~mj t., It "plrtln or averaee clntllf"'S, \I r-l ".incl<:At n.THl ~wer;t,cr'," 
nnil "rrrllhbies 01" casual wenr." SAven rAcprmdent:s 
)1 
descrih~~ the fj~ure in tprms of person only as having 
a "',ip,t-net' nttituo.e or .iazzi11!"'", partyinp;, cool typ~ 
of fella," as {l "farmer," 8S a lIhot roa," as a "fairly 
top;ether brother (Afro-American) or white boy," "an 
awareness that the person is a part of a group seeking 
unity ana r~cor;nition.1I ann an ~ "fair or very oonser-
ten "no real first impression" answers. 
Meanings 
The meanings of the two groups were summarized 
8.ccord in..c:s to thf'i r recogni t.iol1 of the costume. To 
white-Amertcans, outfit C was "associated with the Black 
Prtl1thcrs," was thought Uto reveal either cultural or 
pthnic backf,'rouno," and was "the dress of a specific 
Gronp." ()utfit C, also, indicnten "a sharp orE'sser," 
[l "militant or 'street r:anr:' type," ua 'cu]turen' per~ 
;.on," or (-l "normal populnr Isn ~tunent." It hao thf> 
meAl1il1f,' of beinp: a "moo, b0J(l look" to one responoent. 
To Afro-Americ~.ns, outfit C symbolizeo Il{l s~nse of 
.,. 
prioe," an association with the Black Panthers," a. 
"militant or 'street gang' type," "ei person il1 the 
Afro-American movement,"·the "normal dress for an 
average middle-class American," and a "nice outfit." 
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It. was, also; related "to the youne BJacks in America 
both in and out of school." 
The meanings that outfit A hRd to the white-
American respondents were: 
(1) it seemed "to reveal either ~ultural or 
ethnic background" 
•• ____ M ". __ 
(2) it was "a symbol of black or African 
heritage, Black pride, or Black 
awareness" 
(3) it was an "impression of somethi~~ 
African" 
(4) it was "somethinp; that would be worn 
by a Negro" 
(5) it symbolized "Black i~ beautiful" 
(6) it represented a "'freak' or extroverted 
individual" and sip:njfiP.Cl "a cnJm person" 
because of "carefree clothes" 
(7) it looked "'hippie'" and was "liberal, 
1 in,' contemporary II , and 
(8) it had "no parti.cular meRnjng" to some 
indivichtals and was "typical for R 
culture which is foreign to most Americans." 
The Afro-American respondents expressed "a sense of 
rride" in the "African print." To them it was "a 
~ymhn] of black or African her1ta~r, RInck pride, or 
Plack [lwnrcness." Other mraninr-s were; IIfnirly 
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knowled~eable person about his heritage or history," 
"relates· the culture of the so called American Negro 
to hi S TIB ti ve lr::md," "somethi Y1f; a Black brother or 
sister can wear knowing the clothes on his back were 
made by hiITIself," "mieht sue;f,est a person :in the Afro-
American movement," and "possibly mean Afro-American." 
"'he menni.Tw: ('\f (lUtfi. t. n ·nror.llrecl ther:r. repl ies 
from whi. te-Americans: "\'/o111il inn:i cate [l sharp 
rlT'e~F;er, II "a conventional or pp,n;ular clune in n. shirt," 
.. eomfortabJ.e ancl cool," "t:'rrica J. for A ('ul turr. which 
is foreign to most AmericanR," and IIconservative." 
Afro-American responses to outfit B were "~omfortahle 
n.nd cool," "Neiehborhood Youth Corp," "a cOTlventional 
or regular dude in a shirt," IIseems to identify with' 
two GrollY's: (1) the poor and (2) a smaJl-time hood 
( t OJ ° ° 1) II 1" ] .::I f no, necessarl.Y a crImIna. , ;lne norma uress or 
nveraee middle-class AMeric~~." 
'''rj te-Americans associ nteo olltft t D wi t.h· the 
T"n[1ck Panther Part:,r and "t.he dress of Fl spec'ifjc geo-
~raphical a~ca." The figure was oescriben a~ an 
"D.vc~a,t;,:e person," a "normal popular IStT student, II '1Y'd 
. a~ a "NeC:P'''cr'' who "would like to he a COl'lboy." The 
outfit was a "mod, bold look" or "what" one respondent 
"sees most and would most likely buy." To Afro-
Americans outfit D evoked the meanings that it "relates 
to the young Blacks in America both in and out of 
school,1I resembles the type of clothing one respondent's 
fia.nc~-wears; : and is a .iacket that one respondent has 
nlways wanted. To them, the. outfit meant the "normal 
dress for average mid~le-class American" and "style." 
Onp, Afro-American respondent nin not reply at all. 
Some of thl'" responflf'nts {"':Bve Answers that encom-
pn~s~n all t.he outfj tr.. vlhi tA-American responses werp 
"rich kid tryinF to look common or poor kid tryinp 
to look rich," "clothes express the person underneAth," 
and "tells what people or what type of people they are." 
One respondent had ~iven his reply in question 2. The 
meani.ngs to Afro-Americanf) were "their personality 
or how neat or sloppy they are," "style," and "the 
kinop, of clothes that are in style." Two respondents 
in this group ~~ve their replies in Question 2. In 
npjte of the comments mane, thf' mnjority of the responses 
for hnth ro:T'nups Wtlf) "no pnrU~1l1rlr mf'aninr:." 
Feelings of e8se 
Question four wa.s concerned with the feeling of 
ease of the respondent in wearinp.: anyone of the outfits 
amonf, his peer f,roup. The responses to the question 
w~re nrranged under three hean infSs: (1) those stating 
particular outfits, (2) tho~e stating F,eneral opinions, 
and (3) those statinf' "yes" or "no" without explanations. 
An neEl.r ly as possible, comments under the first heading 
were summarized for each ol1tfit. The comments under 
the second heading were snmnwri zeci accordinr; to 
similarity of content. 
The 14 white-AJTlPric11nf' who responded to 
pnrticular outfits gave divprse nnswers. POl" outfit B, 
most of the respondents felt comfortable wearing the 
garment, but generally did not feel at ease wearing 
the other garments. Three comments concerninp: outfit A 
were that particular circl~stances determined which 
outfit might be worn, with A beinp; the JTlost restrictive, 
that the respondent feJt n.t Pf1Sf! wearinp- the out.fit, 
ann thnt one rpspond(mt nt sl j ken it hf'cnur;e hp hnten 
three-quarter lpnp:th slf'f'ves. Another respondent din 
not feel at ease wearing outfit C "hecause of its 
meanine to"' him- II Black pride" while one other found 
outfits C and D to be "utterly ridiculous even if" 
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he "was in the Black Panthers.! One respondent had 
neg-ati ve feelings toward outfj t C beca.use he d i sli ked 
. . 
hats; another rlresses this way now, "caRval but neat;" 
one other found outfit C to be "too 'classy' for" his 
"set." MORt of the respondentR who commmented on out-
fit D would wear it with ease, but thought it "would be 
accepted as informal dress by most at this college" and 
was Romethi ng "warm, smart ] ooldnr: and somf'thing I 
woulrln't mind getting dirty-can wash it." Two final 
comments of those grouped under the first heading were: 
(1) "Yes ann no, A is farthest from my peer group and 
would cause discomfort; others are more conforming to 
peer group standards;' (2) "No, I'd wear outfits B, 
C (minus the hat), and D. A looks like a bright flashy 
color l<Thich I don't like to dress in. I prefer some-
thing subtle." Of the 14, there were one "yes and no," 
tl(~ ,"no .~. "~,~d 11 "Y~~". resp01'1.~.es! 
Of the sixteen whlte-AmAricans who gave Feneral 
opinion responses, all except one felt nt ense wearing 
anyone of the outfits amon~ their peer groups. The 
one respondent who did not feel at ease preferred "jeans." 
Most of them were of the opinion that they wore what 
they chose and that their peer r;roups would accept 
anythi~ they chose to wear, if the choice was not too 
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unusual. All except one responded with "yes" before 
giving a comment. 
In this sample group, there were ten "yes" or "no" 
responses with comments. Seven of the responses were 
"nots;" three were "yes's." 
Afro-American comments under the first headin~ 
presented the viewpoints that outfit A wes "very com-
fortable" and "would be acceptable to the group." One 
respondent's peer group wore these kinds of outfits, 
except C; another preferred to wear outfit B in his 
"pla1ner moods" and outfit D in his "moods of extrava-
gance." Two respondents said that outfit D W9.S "easily 
in style" and that "wl'th slight modifications, C and D 
would be very attractive." One female respondent 
commented: "Yes, if I were a guy, I wouldn't care 
what anyone thought it I wore A, B, or D. If I wore 
the cap in C, I'd expect criticism." All of the six 
respondents replied positively to this question. 
Pertain1ng to the general opinion heading, eight 
of the twenty Afro-American respondents generally 
agreed that all the outfits were "acceptable ways of 
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dressing among their peers." Several of the respondents 
felt that the opinions of their peer groups did not 
matter; they chose their clothing according to their 
personality and taste. While one respondent felt 
that "some of the outfitstt were "appropriate and 
significant," another commented that "clothing is 'what's 
happening' in fashions these days" and "because they're 
a comfortable type of clothing." Two respondents were 
of the opinion that these were "everyday outfits" that 
most people wore; one considered the outfits to he fads. 
All of the 20 questionnees responded positively to this 
question. Under the third heading, there were four each 
of the "yes" and "no" responses. 
In relation to the question on the feeling of ease, 
the last question in the first part of the question-
naire inquired about special feelings (for example, 
fright) that the respondent might have if he were 
approached by a person in one of the outfits. A 
definite time period, "during the day," was inserted 
in the question to alleviate as many psychological 
conclusions as possible in respect to person perception 
and time of day. An unknown person is regarded quite 
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differently at night than he is during the day. 
Table 4, found in Appendix B, has shown the positive and 
negative reactions of the two groups. Both groups 
were not affected or afraid of the person if approached 
in outfits Band D. For outfit A, 75 percent of the 
white-Americans and 88 percent of the Afro-Americans 
had no special feelings if approached by an individual 
dressed in this outfit.· 
Recognit1on'and assoo~ation 
Questions 1, 6, and 7 were grouped together 
because they center on the familiarity of the costume 
by recognition and assooiation. Question one asked if 
the respondent had seen anyone wearing the outfits 
illustrated. Approx1mately 90 percent of the white-
Americans as compared to 100 percent of the Afro-
Americans had seen individuals in such clothing as 
outfits A and D. Thirty-six of the 40 white-American 
respondents and 28 of the 34 Afro-American respondents 
had seen someone in outfit B. Ninety-four percent of 
the Afro-Americans as compared to 55 percent of the 
whi te-Americans had seen someone wearing out'fi t c. 
Data showing the result of the responses will be found 
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in Appendix B in Table 5. 
Question six was concerned with the familiarity 
of the t'esponde:nts with the terms, dashiki and. Black 
Panther Party. Re~ponses from both eroups indicaterl 
t:hnt n 11 of them, except one '"'hi tc-Ameri cnn, were 
fami 1 jar with the term RIC'wJ<' PcU1th~r Pllrty. All of 
the Afro-Americans were famlljAr with the term dashiki, 
while 32 of the forty whj te-AmeY'ican resf'onocnts \'1Cr8 
not familiar with the term. Table 2 illustrates the data. 
Tnble 2 .. Familiarity witl1 the terms dashiki and Black 
Panther Party 
Costume RCl'rpoTIses Whit <"'-AmeT'icnn A fro- Arneri. can 
Number Percent Number Percent 
Dashiki Yes 8 20 34 tOO 
~lo 32 80 0 0 
No 
response 0 0 0 0 
-Total 40 100 34 100 
R]ncl~ Yes 19 97.5 ';\4 100 
Panther No 1 2.5 0 a 
Party rJo 
response 0 0 a () 
Total 40 100.0 34 100 
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Question seven was concerned with the respondent's 
association of the terms with anyone of the outfit8. 
For the dashiki, outfit A, white-Americans associated 
the outfits A and C; the Afro-Americans associated 
the term with outfit A. Those white-Americans who 
~::;sociated the outfits with BIelck Panther Party chose 
nutfits A and C. Those Afro-Americans who associated 
the outfits with the Rlacle Pnntller Pnrty chose out fj t c. 
Purposes served by the outfits 
Outfit A 
-Another question was concerned \'1i tr the respondent I s 
opinion as to the purpose the ontfits served. The t'1hite-
Americans projected the points of view that outfit A 
clemnnstrated an expression of pride in "East African 
culture,',' in "something," in "black ancestry," nnd in 
"native culture;" that it "rroclaimed the style of African 
heritaGe;" that it served to i~entjfy the wcnrnr 
lIaccordine to his social class or the social class he 
wishes to identify with" or "with a social group;" 
that the costume symbolized a "hippie or flower child 
and is used "to impress people and to draw attention 
to the individ.ual wearing it, possibly to express con-
mmpt for or nonsupport of the pred.ominant value sJ"stem 
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of society;" and that it served as casual, functional 
clothing, to make a person "look somewhat radical" or 
to make a "statement" of the person's "general liberal-
ness." 
Afro-American respondents were of the op-in10n that 
outfit A served "to show a sense of pride in our Afr1can 
her1tage," as an "ident1fication for black people," and 
to "represent the person's awareness and appreciation of 
Afr1can culture." From a functional point of view, they 
thought outfit A was comfortable and served the purposes 
of clothing the body, of occas10nal or informal wear, and 
of being "good for keeping cool in hot weather." Three 
respondents gave these distinct purposes for all the 
outfi ts: (1) "serves to make Afro-Americans think that 
clothing is a unifying force in itself-that they can 
continue to be i~norant of hi~her humanitarian 1deals 
as long a.s they 'dress the part;' (2) "serves as a 
repud1ation of the western culture imposed upon the 
African-American and the adoption of a mode of dress more 
in time with his cultural heritage in order to instill in 
him pr1de and respect;" and (3) "serves to be politically 
orienting for persons seeing an indiv1dual wear1n~ the 
costume and psycholo,~ically soothing for the wearer 1n 
identify1ng with his people's l1festyles and current 
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trends in thinking." 
Outfit B 
To ten white-Americans, outfit B served no 
particular purpose. To the others, it served functionally 
as casual wear or school clothes and to cover and protect 
the body. Comments concern1n~ th~ purpose ot outfit B 
also covered "dressed up grubbies," "to show freedom in 
dress," "good gUYt" and "associated with white-collar 
workers in Africa." Other respondents presented the 
viewpoint that the purpose was to serve as a means of 
identification for a person who wished others to regard 
him as belonging to a particular social class or social 
status group. To the Afro-American respondents, outfit 
B served the purpose of covering and protecting the body, 
the purpose of being "oasual wear ••• for a person who 
appreciates style changes," and the purpose of repre-
senting a "low income member." Several felt it served 
no particular purpose. 
Outfit C 
The White-Americans responded that outfit C 
served the purposes of "being slightly dressed up but 
still "oasual" and of being "casual tor Blacks; more 
dressed up for white-s." OUtfit C is "worn· ·to~· clothe 
the body" and lito show that a person is 'with it' and. 
has money to buy. II Outfit C indicate~ miJitancy, 
enpecja11y with the beret; it a]so II serves as a 
llnj. form of sorts; identifies the wearer as probably 
a Pa11ther." It served as a symhol "of the attire worn 
hy the 'Black Panther Party'." To th~ t'fhi te-Americans, 
outfi t C serveo_ lito ioentify the person accordin.e.; to his 
social class (or group) or the social class (or e:roup) 
he \I[i shes to identify with. II 
Afro-American respondents thought thnt outfjt.C 
serve,r'l i-he pvrpnses: 
1. he Ipi nr~, to some cl e[:,rrr., younr: bla~]{ s as a 
c:roup to establish self identity nnd prine 
2. beine; a uniform or "symholization of the attire 
Norn by the 'Blnck·Panther Party'" 
3. inoicating militancy, especially with the beret, 
and rebelliousness "against established SOCiety" 
4. being "evidence of conformity to a group" and 
a reflection of lithe liberal ana perhaps ra(Uc~l out-
look of the person who wears jt ll 
5. satisfying "the necessity for clothing," and 
6. beirw: "clothi"ne for a rerson who appreciat.es 
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Outfit D 
Respon~es to outfit D 8howea that the white-
Americans thourht the outfit served as "somethine to 
','fenr" when "re-iioing motorcycles" and "motorcycle 
c1'Y'i.vinr:." Functionally, outfit D served as rer:u1nr, 
cnsual wear which is "serviceable and yet a pcr~on 
would be noted. for good taste in nressine." It served 
"to drmAl attention to the "i.ndi vidual wearinp; it (and 
possibly to express contempt for or nonsupport of the 
predominant value system of socip.ty." Another purpose 
r1erven. by outfit D was to d~clare "for the inoi vidual 
which 30cial status ~roup he wjshes others to regard 
him as beinr; a member of." 
Afro-Americans' opinions as to the purpose served 
h~r outfi tD varied from casua1 clothiT1£,: that could he 
llsed for party-wear to bei!\r:': indicative of progressive 
thinking. It served to give "a rustic look, simplicitY,l1 
afl a "status symbol" or "symbolic of a group type." 
Outfi t D was "l'lOrT1. for look~, trying to set style or 
}{eep it," or was ''good for a gig when you don't want to 
~o too oreflsy,1t or was worn by "a brother (Afro-American) 
f~T'ort.i n[': come of hi s • bad-r:l~Hi' rar:s." Thi. s outfit 
co111(1 lI expresa the feelinr;s of someone who feels no 
necr! to nreSfl un or to put on fine clothes." Several 
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other purposes expressed were: (1) "evidence of 
conformity, probably middle class," and (2) "to 
identify young blacks as a group; to some degree helps 
them establish self identity and pride." 
In conjunction with the question on the purpose the 
outfits served, another inqulred as to what particular 
people In the United states did these outfits serve a 
useful purpose. Responses given were either "yes" or 
"no," along with the name of the particular people. There 
were 17 positive and 20 negative white-American responses 
to outfit A of this question; there were three "no 
responses." Ten of the respondents named Blacks or Afro-
Americans as the particular people; two respondents 
related outfit A "to black pride in African heritage." 
Other groups named were "hippies, freaks," "pseudo-
hippies," "Mexican-Americans," "native Africans," 
"those deSiring recognition," "people who feel they 
must wear 'fashionable' cloth1ng." 
Afro-American responses to outfit A were 27 "yes's," 
five "no's," and two "no responses." The people they 
named were "Blacks," "cultural nationalists in the African-
American community," "the back-to-Africa movement," 
"those interested in African styles and socla1 practices," 
and "people who relate to the minorlty, poor and black 
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movement ann are seeking unity and pride in their 
existence." 
Rer;pOJ1S~S of both r:roup!1 t'fere nbollt h[\1 f-nnti-half 
~ol1cArl1:iY1P7 ollt.fit C. ThAre \,wrt:> ~lightl:,{ morA IIno" 
fm!1WerS, when compareti to the II ye s" annwcrs, from the 
w}li te-Americans; 1'111ile ther{' were slightly more "yes" 
::.mswers, when compared to thf" uno" ansNers, from the 
Af:ro-Americnns. The people most mentioned were "IUacl<s" 
and "Rls.ck Panthern." Other kjrlns of people mentioned 
by white-Americans were "those with ego problAms," 
Ifmilitants," "people tryinr. to nct rndicnl hut cool," 
Ifrcoplp \'>1ho feel they must wenr 'fnshimmhle' clothinr:," 
"rtch nnr1. c::trefree people, II "people that lil{e ni ce 
clothes,1f and. "style conscious 18 to 25 year olns." 
Other groups mentioned by Afro-Americans were "t.eens 
and college students," "the power ntructure of the 
United states also the clothing innnstry," "Black guys 
who like to dress really nice," "Black militants, II 
and "revolutionaries." 
For outfits B 3nd D, thn mn.jority of responses 
from bot.h r~rollps was "no." Arprmdmat.Aly ()O TH:'rcent of 
the \'lhi te-Am8ricnl1s and. 68 percent of the Afro-Amcrj cans 
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responded negatively to outfit B. ApproximRtely 60 
percent of each group's answers were neQ:at1ve. for outfit 
D. .A reflection of these responses 1s shown in Table 3. 
Nationalism 
Some of the final questions in the questionnaire 
were concerned with the function of the outfits in 
increasing nationalism and whether or not the outfits 
were fads. Fifty-five percent of the white-Americans 
thought outfit A increased black nationalism; 53 
percent of the Afro-Americans did not think the 
outfit increased black nationalism. Approximately 70 
percent of each group was opposed to all the outfits 
as being functional in increasing national pride. 
Approximately 80 percent of e,9ch group thou~ht these 
outfits were fads common to a particular people in the 
United States. The costume selected most by both 
groups to be a fad was outfit A. Ta,bles 6, 7, and 8, 
showing these outcomes, will be found in Appendix B 
on page 84. 
Social status 
To determine what social stRtus these costumes 
had in Ames, Iowa, a three part question was included 
in the questionnaire. The first B.nd second parts 
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Table :3. Responses on whether the outfits serve a use-
ful purpose for a particular people in the U.S. 
Costtlme Responses White-American Af.ro-American 
Number P~rcent Number Percent 
Out.fit A. Yes 17 h2.5 27 79.4 
No 20 50.0 5 1 J}. 7 
No 
response 3 7.5 2 5.9 
Total 40 100.0 34 100.0 
Outfit B Yes 12 30.0 8 23.5 
No 25 62.5 23 67.7 
No 
responr:e '3 7.5 '3 R.8 
Total 4·0 100.0 J4 100.0 
Ont.fit C Yes 17 1}2 5 . - 19 55.8 
No 19 47.5 13 3R.2 
No 
response 4- 10.0 2 6.0 
Total 40 100.0 -34 100.0 
Outfit D Yes 14 3.5.0 11 32.4 
No 23 .57 • .5 20 .58.8 
No 
response 3 7 • .5 '3 8.8 
Total 40 100.0 34 100.0 
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were concerned with whether wearing anyone of these 
outfits would give an individual social status in Ames. 
Outcomes to these questions showed that 55 percent of 
the white-Americans responded that the outfits would 
give a person soclal status in Ames. They chose outfit C 
as the costume wh1ch would give the highest social status. 
Approximately 80 percent of the Afro-American respondents 
did not believe that wearins; anyone of the costumes 
would give a person soclal status in Ames. Table 9, 
showing the dlfferences in the opinions as to whether 
or not the outfits give social status, will be found 
in Appendix B. 
The last part of the question asked whet d1d social 
status mean to the individual. The answers indicated 
some variations in meanings. Most white respondents 
felt that social sta~us meant a social., economic, mone-
. ; 
tary, and respectable ranking or stand.ing in a com-
munity, based o~ race, wealth, re]i~inn, parental 
f'tanr1inp;, nationnlity, r.:rol1p m~mhershjn, de~ree nf 
involvement. in the fine arts and literary pllr~nits, 
n.nd educntional and occupational attninmevtfJ. Social 
~tatus is regarded by some as "a false set of values 
based on a lack of independent thinkine," "a silly 
abstract. iDea in proud people1s minds," someone who 
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th1nks he's better than others-disregarding human 
quali~1es and conoern for others, and -"being upper-
middle-class, not exceptionally concerned with money-
considers himself independent and 'groovy'." One 
respondent said that "youth have only a medium or low 
status in the Ames community." To two of the respondents, 
social status meant nothing; to others, it meant 
"aoceptance by majority of peers," "being comfortable 
in most groups," "simply having friends," and "in 
fashion ••• something attractive which w11l stand out." 
One respondent felt that "outfit A gives the 'hippie' 
status." The v1ewpoint presented by several respondents 
was that cloth1ng is used to estimate or reflect sooial 
status. 
In response to the question, Afro-Americans had 
various interpretations. To most, social status meant 
the ranking or standing of an individual within the 
social strat1fication of society, based on community 
recognition in terms of the degree of acceptanoe, 
prestige, power, integrity, material wealth, education, 
1noome, persona11ty, and life style. To some, 1t 
meant "acqu1ring the th1ngs that you want in l1fe, whether 
they are neoess1t1es or wants," "hav1ng influenoe among 
your peers as well as those outs1de your peer group," 
S2 
"the section of society a person belongs to if nny,U 
and "tryinG to keep up with the establishments." To 
others, social status is meani ngless; \<Jhi lA to another, 
it is "a bUYlch of Ibulll that Americans are hH~ up on." 
One response was a "separation of people by race, 
financial standinr:, education, culture, etc., and placine 
one {iroup after another (caste system)." Another 
impli.eil that soci.al statu~ jn Ames meant "Nearing some;" 
thin~ thnt afJsociates you w:ith t.h~ Ihippies l (like 
f1mokinp: Ir:rnss, I etc.). To one other, it meant "how 
mll(~h knowlen!",;e. o.n indi viilual cont.nins and how well he 
can put it. to use-clothes play no part." There \'Jere 
four IIno responses" to tre qnestion. 
large Towns Versus Small Towns. 
The second and third objectives of the study were 
to determine familiarity 1n reletion.to students from 
large towns and students from small towns. The analysis 
was made within the groups only of students who came 
from towns whose popUlations were under 10,000 and 
over 100,000. There were nine respondents from large 
towns and 20 respondents from small towns 8mon~ the 
white-Americans. In the Afro-American ~roup, 19 
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respondents were from large towns and five respondents 
were from small towns. Only the closed end questions 
were used to make the analysis. 
The findings were: 
1. The majority, approximately 90 percent, of the 
respondents from both groups had seen someone wearing all 
of the outfits except C. Six of the white-American 
respondents from large towns had not seen anyone wearing 
outfit c. 
2. Seventy percent of the white-American respondents 
from small towns thought that wearing anyone of the 
outfits would give a man social status in Ames; 56 
percent of the white-American respondents from large 
towns did not agree. The outfit chosen was C by the 
students from small towns. Approximately 80 percent of 
the Afro-Americans from large and small towns did not 
agree that wearing anyone of the outfits would give a 
man social status in Ames. 
3. Fifty-six percent of the white-American students 
from large towns and 90 percent of the white-American 
students from small towns were notfam111ar w1th the 
term dash1ki, but 95 to 100 percent of the combined 
groups had knowledge of the Black Panther Party. All of 
the Afro-Americans were familiar with the terms. 
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h. ~1ore whi te stuneTltr, from 181"'r;e tOl<'ms nssoci.ated 
outfit A with the term dashi.ki; while more white students 
from small towns associnted the Black Panther Party \'ri ~h 
outfit C. The majority of the Afro-American respon~ents 
associated outfit A with the term dashiki and outfit C 
wi.th the Black Panther Party. 
5. Pi fty l1crcent of the l"hi tc-Americnn re8ponderl t~ 
fY'om laY't>;c f).l1n small towns thnllr;ht. that thp out fj ts l\ 
.I.}1(l C were fllnctirmnl tn incY'cnni n'" hlt'lr.k nnti OYl.'11i ~m. 
li'; fty-thrcl"' n(,Y'r.rni" ('If the 1")1 :)('\, st,udcnt.;~ from 1 flY'f'r 
t.owns Dnd ~O perr.0nt of the hlnck ~tudents from !imnl] 
towns tl1oup:ht that. the outfits were not functional in 
increasin{,: black nationali sm. 
(-.. StHdent~ from lar.r;e tmms-68 percent white r'I'1n 
7h percent black-and students from small. to'l'ms-85 percent 
\,lh1 te end 80 percent black-t}lOvght these olltfi ts WF:'rc 
fnns common to a particular penple in the Unite~ Stat.es. 
Outfit8 A and C were considered to be fads more so than 
outfi ts R nnd. D. 
7. ft'ifty-six percent of th(" whjt~ studentr-: from 
1,~rp:e t01'lnS flml 65 percent nf the \,lhi te students from 
~mal1 towns thought the outfi ts were not functional in 
incrensinp: natinnal pride. Sixty-three nprcent of the 
Afr('-Americanr. from large towns din not think the outfits 
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increased nationnl pride; amonG the black students from' 
small towns, 40 percent thnu,o:ht the outfits incre[1sed 
nnt.innal pride, whiJe an0ther 40 ~ercp.nt oisa0r~eo. 
P. Almost all of the whitp-American and Afro-
;\rwricaT1 respondents from J::lrcr:E" Rno· srim11 towns· expressen 
the opinion that no specinl feelinG,·such as frirht, wnuld 
nccur if they Nere tlpprn(1ched by an individual wearinc:-: 
nne nf the outfits. 
Age Groupln~ 
The fourth objective of thp. study was: Age grouping 
wouln not he related tn farnjlinrity with the cORtl~e~. 
~'he responilents were di vidcn into two are p;rouping, 
tlt8 to 2111 and "22 and over." Most of the respondents 
were between the ages of 18 and 25, wit~ a few extremes 
such 08 33, 39, and l~h. On the whole, there WEIR not a 
lnrr,f! varintinrl in the nnS1'rers Ni thin thp. rrroupinp;s. One 
n1 ncr reRnnn~ent rnnne reference to his chjloren or other 
youn~ peop] c wilen an8wnrj nr: the qvestio118. 
A cUscusr.ion of the fin(~jylp:s is -presenten in the 
followin~ chRpter. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The niscussion wiJI be concerned with the probable 
reasons for some of the similarities and differ~nces in 
the answers received from the selected white-American 
al'ld Afro-American students. A descriptive correlation 
between the background material for" the study and the 
findings Hill be one aim of this chapter. The objectives 
of the study will be ·used as subject guides in presenting 
the discussion and concllH'dons drawn from the findings. 
Different individuals may describe 
stimulus person~1 at varyine levels 
of complexity, ranging from a simple 
or concrete impression to a mode of 
perception that is highly complex or 
abstract. Furthermore, individuals 
tend. to exercise the economizing 
processes of "selective awareness" 
in determining which of the many 
cues presented will be recognized. 
• • • The way in Nhich one per-
ceives others depends upon one's 
own particular set of expectations 
and frame of reference. (Horn, 1968, PP. t25-12~) 
The conceptions, opinions, and reactions of the students 
Gubstantiated the above statements. Perhaps the white-
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American students who were not acquainted with black 
people who wore outfits A and C associated the,m wi th 
the dress of the hippies and the monetary rich, re-
spectively. Outfits A and C being a part of the Afro-
Americans' frame of reference could account for the 
ordinariness of the outfits to them. To the researche~, 
most of the writings and stucHes used for thi s 
rer;earch's backgrounn material is encompassed by the 
quotation. 
Findings of the study supported the first 
ob,iective: to netermine that Af'ro-Americnn students 
will be more familiar with the costumes than white-
American students, On the whole, the data showen that 
the Afro-American students recognized and were more 
aware of the costumes than the white-American students, 
although many of their comments did not differ greatly 
from those of the white stunents. It is postulated that 
the Afro-Americans were more familiar w:ith the costumes 
because they came from cities or states where there are 
lar~e concentrations of black people. The researcher 
has observed that in the midwestern states contact with 
mnny Afro-Americans is limited; here they are usually 
concentrated in the major cities with few living in 
rural areas. This may account for the white students 
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being less familiar with the costumes. 
Comparison of the groups' responses revealed some 
similarities in their reactions to the questions. On 
first impressions, more Afro-Americans definitely 
recognized the outfit as being representative of the 
Black Panther Party lmiform or recognized. the fip;ure as 
being representative of a member of the Afro-American 
ethnic group. The majority of the respondents of both 
r;roups had seen someone wearinr: the illustrFl.ted outfi ts. 
The meaning of the outfito to the students was a conno-
tation of blackness for outfits A and C and a connotation 
of "avera~e clotheg" for outfits Band D. Generally, 
both groups expressed that no particular feeling would be 
evoked if they were approached by an individual wearing 
one of the outfits. Most of the respondents felt that 
these outfits were not instrvmental in increasing 
national pride but rather were fads (outfits A and C) 
among black people and groups that have deviated from 
the norms of society. 
Major differences occurred in their opinions as 
to whether the outfits helpeo an individual to achieve 
social status in Ames, their association of the test 
costumes with their appropriate names, the function of 
the outfits in increasing black nationalism, and whether 
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or not the outfits serve a useful purpose for a 
particular people in the Uniten states. Most of the 
white-American respondents nin not associate outfit C 
with the Black Panther Party but rather thought of it 
as a symbol of social status. Most of the Afro-American 
respondents did not think the outfits gave a person 
social status. 
Most of the white-Americ~nR were not familiar with 
the worn dElshlki., but did recop-nize the t.~rm Black Pan-
ther Party. Those 'Nhi te-Americanr: who associated nashiki 
with any of the outfits chose outfit A while those who 
associated the Black Panther Party with any of the 
outfits selected outfits A and C. On the whole, the 
Afro-American students tended to recognize outfit A as 
a dashiki and outfit C as the Black Panther Party uniform 
more than the white-American students. 
Most of the Afro-Americans did think that the 
outfit~ A and C served a useful purpose for people such 
as the Black Panthers and "cultural nationalists," but 
they did not think the outfits were functional in 
increasing black nationalism. On the other hand, the 
white-American respondents disagreed with the viewpoint 
that outfits A and C served a useful purpose for a 
particular people; they did tpink the outfits were 
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functional 1n incr~as1n~ bleck nationAlism. 
Comments concerninp, the m~anin~ of sociel status 
showed little differences in opinions. Both groups 
basically agreed that social status meant a position in 
society that was determined by wealth, prestige, race, 
cultural, educational, and occupational attainments. 
There was a tendency among the white-Americans to 
respond negatively in their comments. Among the Afro-
Americans, while there were some negative connotations, 
many of the replies indicated that social status was a 
gratifying attainment. More of the white-America.ns 
than Afro-Americans indicated that clothes reflect 
soc1al· status; one Afro-American stated that clothes 
play no part in determining social status. 
The second objective of the study was: to determine 
whether Afro-American stUdents from large towns will be 
more familiar with the costumes than Afro-American 
stUdents from small towns. Data from the closed end 
questions did not support this hypothesis. It was 
found that 19 of the )4 respondents came from large 
towns and five from small towns. Nearly all of the Afro-
Americans had seen someone wearin~ one of the outfits. 
Both groups agr~ed that wearin~ anyone of the outfits 
would not give an individual soc1al status in Ames. 
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There was unanimous recognition and association of the 
outfits with the terms dashiki and Black Panther Party. 
Although both groups agreed, more of the black students 
from small towns did not think the outfits were functional 
in increasing black nationalism. A larger percentage of 
the students from small towns thought the outfits were 
fads. The majority of the Afro-American students from 
large towns thought the outfits did not increase 
national pride; the students from small towns were equally 
divided in their opinions. Nearly all of both groups 
would not have been affected if approached by an indi-
vidual wearing one of the outfits. 
The third objective to the study was: to determine 
whether white-American stUdents from large towns will be 
more familiar with the costumes than white-American 
stUdents from small towns. It was found that half of 
the 40 white-American students were from small towns 
and that nine were from large towns. Most of the students 
from both groups had seen someone wearing all of the 
outfits, except C. A greater number of respondents 
from large towns had not seen anyone wear outfit C. The 
students from large towns (answered "no") disagreed 
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with the' r,h1(l(>}lt.~ from smn-11 l.ol'1nr: (nn;:t'1"r0 (1 "YC;:~I) ()n 
Uw rtl1c;:ti ' .... n r.ol1r,~rnil1r: !J(H~if"'l ;:t:lhw ill J\mnf:. ~o\:h 
r~rouns t'J'rrc !11l1r.h more fami lj:-lr ,.J; th HIe lnrl:1 P] n.e1\ 
,Panther Pnrty i-hnn they \'1nrr. l'l.i -f-,1) t]1e t.erm da;:hi l{i. 
NOT'e students f'rom lnrge t()vm~; Hr'8ociat0.o oRshild, \'61:h 
0utfi t A; more stuclents from ;'ffiall tmrns n s8oci_o.tcn 
Black Prmther Party wi th Olltfit r,. rrhc majori ty of 
hoth groups thonr,ht that rnr1;fj t;: A and r: Nerc in;:tr1,1-
r.1ental in il1crcrudYl{ hlncl( nationn.lism. More l'!hite 
;:tudenh:' from sma] 1 town;: tllpn \-1hito stllnent;: f:Y-om 
lnrrre t0wnr. t.ho1.l{~ht these 01ltf; t;: l'lere fads. A It"l,rrer 
percentn:rre of the stllcleni;s from ;:mn.ll totms thOll{':llt 
t.hAse ontfit:;: rlid not hn]p !;o i l'Cl'enfle TlFlt.ionaJ prtde. 
'l'he majority of the respon;:cs from both r;roups implied 
that no special feelinp;, f:llr.n elS friGht, WOllIn he evoked 
5_f the respondents Nere npJl:r'oClchcd hy all iYld:i,vidual 
wearinlj one of the ontfit.s. fTlhis hypothesis was neither 
rejected nor supported Qy the fi~din~~. 
The fourth objective of the study wan: to determine 
whether age grouping will be related to familiarity 
\-:i th the costumes. Data r.:hOl'H'd that the l:1Y'r:est l1umhor 
of !~tllncntn Wf'rn h0tween i 11 (' ,"In-pc (If 1 Rand ?5 for hoi-}! 
!TOups. Chrclfi rtf': a random ~;nmp 1; nf'" of' I.hn8f' r:rollpi n{~;: 
revcalcrl no r'i fTlificnnt rl('v'j n-t-; on;. in thrd, I' nnswcrn. 
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This was found for both the white-American and Afro-
American students. 
The fifth objective of the study was: to determine 
whether the lower so01al class will be more familiar with 
the costumes than the middle social class. Interpreta-
tions of the students' parents' occupation and educational 
status showed that most were from the lower- or upper-
middle social class. Data for this objective was not 
examined because of the homogeneity of the sample. 
Homogeneity was determined by comparing the. students' 
parents' occupation and educational status to the 
information and tables found in Bergel.(Bergel. 1962, 
pp. 270-274) 
It was found that many of the respondents felt 
that clothing played no part in the treatment or 
acceptance of a person. The responses to the question-
naires have led the researcher to disagree with them. 
In answering some of the questions, the respondents 
made references to different kinds of people or stereo-
types. One student had difficulty in answering the 
questions because he had no facial features with which 
to identify or to make an association. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
The reseflrcher recommended the followi.ng: 
1. a duplication of this study using an improved 
instrument and testing' a larp:er sample of students to 
obtain more concrete conclusions concerninp,: the costumes. 
The instrument could. be improved by delimiting the 
subject-matter in an effort to eliminate as many general 
responses as possible. Maybe some of the questions could 
be restructured to modify their ambiguity. The letter 
of transmittal could have suppJied more information 
to the respondents than it did. A larger sample could 
be obtained by u~ing all of the Afro-American and white-
American students enrolled at Towa State University. 
2. a cross-sectional (local, state, and national) 
study of people using these outfits or others that have 
evolved from social arousal 
3. testing different groups in one area such as 
students in secondary, elementary, and.primary schools, 
slum areas, and all phases of the working class for the 
impact or the degree of awareness the costumes have made 
on the individuals throur:h thc> mass media and personal 
experience 
4. testing Afro-American students from Iowa or 
other m1dwestern states. In the sample, nearly all of 
the Afro-Americans were not from Iowa or the midwest 
whereas a large majority of the white-Americans were. 
5. testing different social classes among the Afro-
Americans to see if it would produce significant 
differences in opinions 
6. testing students' reactions from predominantly 
segregated schools might prove to be significant 
7. testing the costumes separately 
8. testing the costumes through a questionnaire and 
interview situation involving an Afro-American and white-
American, then make a comparison 
9. testing matched groups from similar locations 
10. more detail in the letter of introduction 
11. re-word question 5 to mean the same thing to 
all respondents--could possibly use a scale or word list 
12. testing members of the organizations to deter-
mine the symbolic nature of the costumes to them. 
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SUMMARY 
Ont of the racial uphenvRls of the 1960's two 
costumes evolved to become symbols of the incentive::;: 
for black pride amone Afro-Americans. The costumes, 
the dashiki and the Black Panthe'Y' Party uniform, v-lere 
used as test items :in a st.udy that queried selected uni-
versi ty sbldents on their knowledp;e, gained from the 
mass media and personal experience, of these clothes. 
Thi s resee.rch 't'las underta.ken to determine (1) if 
Afro-American students were more familiar with the 
costumes than white-American students, (2) if Afro-
American and 1'lhi te-American students from larGe towns 
were more famiJ.iar with the costumes than Afro-American 
and white-American students from small towns, (3) if 
differences in ages would be related to familiarity 
with the costumes, and (4) if the lower social class 
was more fnmiliar with the costumes than the mj_ddle 
socjal cla.ss. 
The instrument used in the study was a pictorial 
questionnaire. Part one consisted of the drawings of 
four figures clothed in a dashiki, a large loose shirt, 
Black Panther Party uniform, and. a denim jacket, and 
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questions related to the drawings. Part two consisted 
of background questions relatinf, to the respondent. 
The instrument was pretested to determine how functional 
it was in procuring the information sought. 
The initial sample of the study was 156 students-
83 white-Americans and 73 Afro-Americans. They were 
enrolled as freshmen, sophomores, ,;uniors, seniors, and 
eraduate students. The sample of the study was deter~ 
mined from the 74 questionnaires that were returned. 
Of the 74 respondents, 40 were white-Americans and 34 
were Afro-Americans. , These r.tl1<1ents ranr.;ed from 
18 to 44 years of 'age., The major1 ty were 
studying for careers in education and business. 
The findings generally indicated that the Afro-
Americans had more awareness of the costumes than the 
\tlhite-Americans. Age groupinr; and comparisons of 
students from large and small towns reflected minor 
differences in the respondents I opinions. Most of the 
students \tlere found to be from the middle class. 
Cen€'ralJ y, outfj ts A and C Nere associated with the 
hlac]{ people of the United states; outfi ts Band D were 
considered to be average or ordinary clothing. 
A significant conclusion of the study was that 
many of the respondents felt that clothing played no 
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part in the treatment or acceptance of a person. One 
of the recommendations made Nas that a cross-sectional 
study or a study of different r.;roups of people using 
these outfits or others that have evolved from social 
arousal to test the impact or the degree of awareness 
the costumes have made on the individuals throurr,h 
the mass media and personal experience. 
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APPENDIX A: THE INSTRUMENT 
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Note: The mailine directlonr; on the last pae;e of the 
qmH'lttonnaire formerly' read: 
To facilitate evaluation, please moil the com-
pleted questions, minus the first two sheets. 
tn the envelope provided before the Easter 
vacation hegins (if possible, if not, send'them 
in anyway). 
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I HELLO! 
I'm Made11ne Hunt, a graduate student here at the un1-
vers1ty. I aa 1n the prooess of seouring data for my 
researoh projeot. In that respect, I am ask1ng you to be 
a part1c1pant. Your cooperat1on is eagerly sought to guard 
against b1ased research results. The quest1onaalr. to be 
answered will take approx1mately ten (1·0) to th1rty ()O) 
m1nutes of your t1me. You could f1ll 1t out between classes 
or dur1ng a study break. YOU may wr1te on the back of the 
pages 1f there 1s not enough space underneath the quest1on. 
Ins1de the packet. you w1ll f1nd a selr-addres~ed stamped 
envelope. Please put the completed questionna1re 1ns1de and 
drop 1t 1n the nearest mailbox. 
REMEMBER. ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. PLEASE 
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PART 
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QUESTIONS 
I. WHAT~S YOUR OPINiON? 
1. Have you seen anyone wear1ng the outf1ts 1llustrated 
in the drawings? 
Outf1t A? Yes No 
- -
Outfit B? Yes No 
- -
outfit c? Yes No 
- -
Outf1t D? Yes No 
- -
2. What f1rst impression did you get from A? 
From B? 
From C? 
From D? 
;. Would any of the outf1ts have any maantDg to you? 
If so, what? If not, why? 
4, Would you feel 4t ease wear1ng anyone of the out-
f1ts (or something s1milar) among your peer group? Yes___ No___ If so, why? 
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5. a. Would wearing any one of these outfits give you, 
or a man, social status in Ames? Yes___ No ___ 
b. If you believe that garments show social status, 
whioh of these, A, B, C, or D, would give a man 
the highest social status in Ames? 
c. What does sooial status mean to you? 
6. Are you familiar with the term dashiki? Yes ___ No ___ 
Black Panther Party? Yes___ No ___ 
7. If you associate any outfit, A, B, C, or D, with 
either of these terms, write the letter(s) of the 
outfit 1n the spaoe after the term. 
Dash1k1 ___ _ 
Black Panther Party ______ __ 
8. What purpose do you think these outfits serve? 
A? 
B? 
C? 
D? 
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9. Do any of these outfits serve a useful purpose for a 
particular people in the United States? 
OUtfi t A. Yes_ No_ If yes, what people? 
OUtfit Be Yes ___ No_ If yes. what people? 
OUtfit c. Yes ___ No___ If yes, what people? 
Outfi t D. Yes_ No_ If yes, what people? 
10. Do you think these outfits are funotional in 
inoreasing Black Nationalism? Yes___ No ___ 
It yes, whioh drawing(s) ____________ _ 
11. Do you think these outfits are fads oommon to a 
partioular people in the U. S.? ¥es ___ No ___ 
If yes, which drawing(s) ____________ _ 
12. Do you,:,'thin¥ these outfits are functional in 
1ncreasing nat10nal pride? Yes___ No ___ 
If yes, which drawing(s) ____________ _ 
13. If a person approached you dur1ng the day in one of 
these outf1ts, would you have any special feeling 
(for example, fright) about this individual? 
If in outfit A. Yes___ No___ Why? 
If in outfit B. Yes___ No___ Why? 
If in outfit Ca Yes___ No___ Why? 
If 1n outfit n, Yes___ No___ Why? 
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PART II. LET'S GET TO KNOW YOU. 
Sex, ·Ma.le 
Female~ 
Age __ _ 
. Ethnic group. 
Afro-Amer1can 
White-American 
Student classification. 
Freshman___ Sophomore___ Junior___ Senior___ Grad___ Other ___ 
Please place a check (~ mark beside the figure which best 
indicates the size of your hometown, 
Under 10,000 
10,000-25,000 
25,000-50,000::: 
50,000-100,000 
Over 100,OOO ___ ~ 
Have you spent most ot your life 1n a rural area? 
What is your home state? ______________________ __ 
What do yo~ in~end to do when you graduate? 
What are your parents' occupations? 
Father ______________________________________________ ___ 
Mother ______________________________________________ ___ 
Guard1an ____________________________________________ __ 
Education of parents. (Write 1n grade) 
Grammar (1-6r 
Junior high (7-9) 
High school (10-12) 
College (1-4) 
Graduate college (MS or PhD) 
Father Mother Guard1an 
To facilitate evaluation, please mail the .-:oompl~t-ed. 'ques,tions, 
~~~ two sheets, in the envelope provided ....... 
~o •• , La. 
_ Thank you !2!: lourcooperat1on. 
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APPENDIX B: TABLES 
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Table .4. Responses of special feeling evoked if approach-
ed by an ind.i vidual wearing one of the outfits. 
COf:tume Responses White-American Afro-American 
Number Percent Number Percent 
Outfit A Yes 10 25 4 11.8 
No 30 75 30 88.2 
No 
response 0 0 0 0 
Total 40 100 3fJ: 100.0 
Outfit B Yes 3 7.5 3 8.8 
No 37 92.5 31 91 ~ 2 
No 
responr,e 0 0 0 0 
Total 40 . 100.0 34 100.0 
Outfit C Yes 11 27.5 6 18 
No 29 72.5 28 82 
No 
response 0 0 0 0 
Total 40 100.0 34 100 
Outfit D Yes 3 7.5 2 5.9 
No 37 92.5 32 94.1 
No 
response a 0 0 0 
Total 40 100.0 34 100.0 
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Table 5. Respondents who have seen someone wearing the 
illustrated. outfits. 
Costume Responses Whj. te-Ameri can Afro-American 
Number Percent Number Percent 
Outfit A Yes 34 85.0 34 100 
No 5 12.5 0 0 
No 
response 1 2.5 0 0 
Total 40 100.0 34 100 
Outfit B Yes 36 90 28 82 
No 4 10 5 15 
No 
response 0 0 1 3 
Total 40 100 ~ 100 
Outfit C Yes 22 55.0 32 94 
No 17 42.5 2 6 
No 
response 1 2.5· 0 0 
Total 40 100.0 jZ} 100 
Outfit D Yes 36 90 34 100 
No 4 10 0 ·0 
No 
response 0 0 0 0 
Total 1-1-0 100 34 100 
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Table 6. Responses of those who think these outfits are 
functional in increasing black nationalism. 
Responses White-Ameri~an Afro-American 
Nurpber Percent Number ·Percen.t 
Yes 22 55 16 47 
No 16 40 18 53 
No 
response 2 5 0 0 
Total 40 100 y;: 100 
Table 7. Responses of those who think these outfits are 
functional in increasing national pride. 
Responses White-American Afro-American 
Number Pnrcent Number Percent 
Yes 8 20 12 35.3 
No 28 70 21 61. 8 
No 
response 4 10 1 2.9 
Total 40 100 34 100.0 
Table 8. Responses of those who think these outfits are 
fads. 
Responses White-American Afro-American 
Number Percent Number Percent 
Yes 31 77.5 26 76.5 
No 8 20.0 7 20.6 
No 
response 1 2.5 1 2.9 
Total 40 100.0 34 100.0 
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Table 9. Responses on social status in Ame~ afforden 
by the outfits. 
Responses White-American Afro-American 
Number Percent Number Percent 
Yes 22 55 7 20.6 
No 16 40 27 79.4 
No 
Y'esponse 2 5 0 0 
Total 40 100 34 100.0 
---
